1. Help Sky spell the words. Write sk or sp.

1. _______ates
2. _______ider
3. _______iing
4. _______ace
5. _______yscraper
6. _______orts
Draw lines to make sentences about Sky’s adventures last weekend.

Sky waved. He followed his friend Hunter into the clouds with the astronauts at the sheep.

He went into space to take photos of the moon. along the forest path. in the field. above the skyscrapers.
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3 Practise saying the sentences. Then, choose your favourite sentence about Sky and say it to your classmates.

4 Write, then say your answers to Sky’s questions.

1. Do you like waving hello or goodbye? Who do you usually wave at?

2. What do you take photos of?

3. Where do you like to go for walks?

4. Planes, helicopters and spaceships can fly above the clouds. Which one would you like to travel in? Why?
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1. skates
2. spider
3. skiing
4. space
5. skyscraper
6. sports
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Sky waved
He followed
He went into space
Sky disappeared

his friend Hunter
into the clouds
with the astronauts
at the sheep
to take photos of the moon.
along the forest path.
in the field.
above the skyscrapers.
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Student’s own answers
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Suggestions only – student’s own answers
1. My grandparents/my friends/my classmates
2. My friends/my family/my pets/beautiful things
3. Through the forest/in the park/up mountains
4. A spaceship because I’d like to visit other planets.